The EBP, Lincoln

The EBP is a social enterprise, developing the skills of young people across the country. With a full
range of bespoke products available for young people, Educational establishments and employers,
EBP are clearly leading the way in skills development.

Expanding into new parts of their building, The EBP is on a mission to improve further their already
modern and uplifting environment for their young people to strive in.

The team at The EBP had an idea; a vision to improve audio visual and interactive communications.
Newlandmedia’s job was to put those ideas into practice. Elena Taylor – Business Support Officer
made contact and provided the brief. The aim was to make their building even more innovative and
exciting, a place where people would want to attend and develop their skills. They needed a
multifunctional conference space and a dynamic digital signage system that could circulate internal
info, messages and news around the centre.

Elena and the team’s ideas were quickly transformed into a working solution;

For the conference area the Full HD crisp images are produced from an Epson conference room
projector – with free 5 year warranty upgrade. An audio system comprising of 4 flush mounted full
range ceiling speakers creates a perfect distribution of sound. A Clevertouch interactive whiteboard
with Ipad link up, annotation and lesson planning software provides a workable area for training,
group sessions and interactive presentations. A simplistic effective control panel (source select on/off
/ volume up down) is located neatly at the front of the room, with no need for remote controls is an
ideal solution for a room which has multiple users. Newlandmedia listened to the EBP’s exact user
requirements, designed a suitable system, demonstrated the equipment to ensure it met the
expectations of EBP, installed, commissioned and then trained staff.

Flat screen internal based communications; for this part of the brief the perfect choice was Onelan
digital signage. Newlandmedia again demonstrated, designed then installed Onelan digital signage
around the centre. NEC HD commercial screens are displaying dynamic and fresh content. Once the
installation was complete, system and software training was provided onsite.
The branded template is used for content to be updated quickly and easily and is pushed out to each
screen immediately once uploaded. The solution is engaging and catches the eye of employees and
visitors alike. EBP now display a variation of screens including a welcome template, daily agenda,
company news, social information, RSS news feeds.

“The service, knowledge and skill that is provided by Newlandmedia is impeccable. Thank you Paul,
Steven, John and the rest of the team at Newlandmedia for the delivery of great products and service.
We would have no hesitations recommending Newlandmedia in future or indeed using the company
for any of our upcoming projects and developments.”
The EBP Team
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